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Chris Adrian, Eli Horowitz : The New World: A Novel before purchasing it in order to gage whether or not it
would be worth my time, and all praised The New World: A Novel:
0 of 0 people found the following review helpful. Worth a readBy Susan A KochThis was interesting and weird, but
the story definitely grew on me as I read it.0 of 0 people found the following review helpful. Two StarsBy william
t.this book starts out as sci-fi and veers to soap opera.0 of 0 people found the following review helpful. A strange,
surreal story about love and marriage.By TiThe New Worldrdquo; is the story of a marriage. Dr. Jane Cotton is a
pediatric surgeon; her husband, Jim, is a humanist chaplain. They are about to celebrate their eighth wedding
anniversary when Jim suddenly collapses and dies. When Jane arrives at the hospital, she is horrified to find that her
husbandrsquo;s head has been removed from his body. Only then does she discover that he secretly enrolled with a
shadowy cryogenics company called Polaris.Goodness.What did I just read?Irsquo;ve been wanting to read this book
for months now. On Twitter, Care mentioned the iTunes app that was created for the book which of course made me
decide on the spot to read it with her. I did not purchase the app myself. Instead, I read the Kindle book but it was one
of the strangest reading experiences Irsquo;ve had and Irsquo;ve read Murakami!Things happen. Jimrsquo;s
revitalized self in the future spends a great deal of time hanging on to memories from the past. Mostly, of his wife,
Jane. Even though Jane was not a perfect wife. Jane, spends her time trying to sabotage Polaris in order to set
Jimrsquo;s mind free.What makes this book such a trip is you never really know what is happening and when it
happening. Is it a dream? Or a memory or thought planted by Polaris? Is it happening in the futurehellip; the past or
the present? With Jim, this is easier to ascertain since there is a moment when he is in fact, without his head.This is a
very short book but full, and I mean full of beautiful passages but reading this book made me feel as if I was trying to
read it while ODrsquo;ing on Benadryl. It has a sleepy feel to it. Dreamy, I guess. I felt sedated the entire time I was
reading which is really strange because Janersquo;s part of the story is kind of frantic and urgent but somehow, I hung
with Jim in his headless limbo.Irsquo;m not even going to try to pick apart what I read in order to understand it. All
you need to know is that itrsquo;s about marriage, the love between two people and maybe how the guilt of certain
actions can shape a person.Would I recommend it? Yes, if you are looking for something completely different (and
short) I recommend it but know going in that itrsquo;s a bit of a mind trip.
Jorie has just received some terrible news. A phone full of missed calls and sympathetic text messages seems to
indicate that her husband, Jim, a chaplain at the hospital where she works as a surgeon, is dead. Only, not quite--rather,
his head has been removed from his body and cryogenically frozen. Jim awakes to find himself in an altogether unique
situation, to say the least: his body gone but his consciousness alive, his only companion a mysterious disembodied

voice.In this surreal and unexpectedly moving work, Chris Adrian and Eli Horowitz spin a tale of loss and adjustment,
death and reawakening. Simultaneously fabulist and achingly human, The New World finds Jorie grieving the husband
she knew while Jim wrestles with the meaning of life after death. Conceived in collaboration with Atavist Books, The
New World investigates the meaning of love and loss in the digital era.
ldquo;Even to describe this book feels like blasphemy but I promise you'll exit agog, overjoyed, transformed.rdquo;
?Karen Russell, author of Swamplandia! and Sleep Donationldquo;Jane and Jim have such basic human desires-they
want to live, they want to be good-and The New World tracks how these basic pursuits can so quickly turn absurd, sad,
and unforeseeably strange. It's a wild and fun book, yes, and also a precipitously imaginative and intelligent one. But
maybe most importantly, its humor is profound and seems to come from the heart of an angel.rdquo; ?Rivka Galchen,
author of American Innovationsldquo;I literally couldn't be a bigger fan of Chris Adrian's uniquely compassionate and
wildly inventive voice. In The New World, Adrian pairs with Eli Horowitz to create a cryogenically intimate
meditation on life and loss, and what it might mean to live forever.rdquo; ?Nathan Englander, What We Talk About
When We Talk About Anne FrankAbout the AuthorChris Adrian is the author of Gob's Grief, The Children's Hospital,
A Better Angel, and The Great Night. Selected by The New Yorker as one of their "20 Under 40," he lives in San
Francisco, where he is a fellow in pediatric hematology-oncology.Eli Horowitz was the managing editor and then
publisher of McSweeney's. He is the co-author of The Clock Without a Face, a treasure-hunt mystery; Everything You
Know Is Pong, an illustrated cultural history of Ping-Pong; and The New World, a collaboration with Chris Adrian,
from FSG.
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